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Architecture Side 
Hustle Checklist.

Read the full guide here. 

1. Create Online Architecture Courses

There is a huge range of online architecture 
courses, from basic drawing techniques to 
rendering and CAD tutorials. Alternatively, you 
may develop a website to discuss specific 
architectural topics in a specific area of your 
online architecture course. 

2. Start a YouTube Channel

Find a niche area or topic of architecture you 
are passionate about, this would help create 
a unique architecture youtube channel and be 
an ideal starting point to get creating video 
tutorials. 

3. Write an E-book 

There is no start-up cost in writing your own 
e-book. This can be enjoyable if your e-book is 
related to an architecture topic you have 
mastered or are interested in researching. 

4. Sell Digital Architecture Assets Online

Another digital marketplace is Gumroad, on 
this platform you are able to sell all types of 
digital products, not just 3D models. 

5. Sell Freelance Design Services Online

Selling design services online allows the 
flexibility to pick and choose your jobs and is 
a great way to earn passive income.

6. Freelance CAD Drawings 

CAD work is a common side hustle for 
architects as using CAD is second nature to 
architects and drafting floor plans etc. 
Insurance is extremely important.

7. Freelance Design work

Don’t bite off more than you can chew, stick 
to small projects such as ground-floor house 
extensions for a private client. Consult your 
Architects Pocket Book to ensure you are 
using standard sizes, heights and wall 
thicknesses. 

8. CGI renders

A lucrative side hustle for architects to make 
money is by providing a 3D rendering service. 
There is a big demand for CGIs (renders) from 
the construction industry.  
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Thank you for reading and supporting the blog!

Find discounts, downloads & resources…

Discounts on online architecture courses - here

Use code ORANGE50 for 50% off Ps downloads - here

Start at the beginning to discover all - here

19 Ideas for Architectural Concepts - read here

The Best Guide to Precedent Studies in Architecture - read here

How to Analyse a Case Study in Architecture - read here

The Ultimate Guide to Architecture Site Analysis - read here

In Depth Guide to Architectural Model Making - read here

How to Sketch like an Architect: Must know tips - read here
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